
	  

	  

Home by Peter Morrissey launches exclusively at BIG W 

 

BIG W are excited to announce the launch of ‘Home by Peter Morrissey’ an inspirational 
home brand that offers an opportunity to create a stylish, designer look and feel in your 
home. Iconic Australian fashion designer, Peter Morrissey, has dressed international 
celebrities for over 25 years, such as Kylie Minogue, Naomi Campbell and Geoffrey Rush. 
Now he’s stepping off the runway and into your home.  

The design aesthetics of the collection are inspired by the casual, cool and calm vibe of a 
tranquil island holiday. The look is relaxed and timeless, highlighted by the subtle luxury 
detailing of safari style prints in line with the distinct Peter Morrissey signature.  

Channel your inner escapee by nourishing and calming the senses with bedding and 
bathroom essentials in shades of white, navy, grey and taupe. The crisp sheet sets, quilt 
covers, and tangibly soft towels transcend your world into one of comfort and ease. Create 
a warm and inviting sanctuary with cushions, pillows and throws in feather and down. Step 
into the kitchen where form unites with function. Porcelain dinnerware, stainless steel 
cutlery and neutral toned placemats turn your dinner party into a Michelin experience. 

Think style, not fashion with ‘Home by Peter Morrissey.’ These homewares are the 
equivalent of your cashmere sweater, or structured coat: timeless, stylish, and versatile. 
Peter Morrissey brings the same mentality to home wares that he’s used to build a career 
in high-end fashion. Pick, choose and purchase the key pieces for your home, while not 
having to overhaul your entire ‘wardrobe’ in one go. Versatility allows each piece to mesh 
with the rest of your home. And with a different style drop every season, it’s easy to build 
up your Peter Morrissey collection over time. Each piece is branded with the Peter 
Morrissey signature, making every item a symbol of quality, value and luxury. 

Treat yourself to the ‘Home by Peter Morrissey’ experience. 

 

	  
For	  media	  enquires	  or	  interview	  requests	  with	  Peter	  Morrissey	  please	  contact	  Steeledrum	  PR	  

Sofia	  Valenti,	  sofia@steeledrum.com.au	  or	  phone	  (02)	  9690	  1020 


